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1. Find and copy one word from the first paragraph which shows that Catanna does not 
usually visit the Silken City. 
rarely

2.  That’s how the bandits got her. 
Which of these words is closest in meaning to the word bandits? Circle one.

3.  Catanna readied her spear 
What does readied her spear mean in this sentence? Tick one. 

    she managed to find her spear
   she sharpened her spear
   she prepared for action
   she withdrew from battle

4. Her health was critical 
How else could the author have written this phrase? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: She was feeling really unwell.

5. Find and copy two different words from the text which mean the same as ‘attacker’. 
Accept any two of the following: enemy; bandits; assailants; raiders.

6. In the text, Catanna has precision gloves. Given the meaning of the word precision, 
what do you think these gloves help her to do? Tick one. 

    keep warm
   work accurately
   hold heavy items
   protect her fingers

7. Catanna shouldered the bag 
What do you think this phrase means? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as ‘she put the bag on her shoulder’.

8. How does the author create an effective description of the crack on Katka’s ceiling?  
Pupils’ own responses, such as: ‘The author describes the crack on the ceiling as 
‘wiggling like a road map’. This helps the reader to picture exactly what the crack 
looks like and lets them really understand what Katka is looking at’.
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9. their formidable weapons ready in case of trouble 
What do you think is meant by the word formidable in this sentence? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: ‘I think it means deadly’ or ‘I think formidable might 
mean dangerous’.

10. Find and copy one word from the text which shows that the guard’s face was full of life.
animated
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